Thursday, May 31, 2018, 9:00-4:30pm

MRGCD Irrigation Outlook
Drought Monitor and Climate
USDA Farm Service Agency Programs
Herd Management
Rangeland Stocking
Looking Back: Panel Discussion

Stay for Dinner and Join
Dr. Rolando A. Flores
Dean, College of Agricultural, Consumer and Environmental Sciences New Mexico State University

and

Jeff Witte, New Mexico Secretary of Agriculture

Agriculture Listening Session, 6:00-800pm
“The best way to know about the agricultural issues is to listen to the stakeholders in the state.” Dr. Rolando A. Flores

For Information Contact: Newt McCarty (505) 565-3002 or Caiti Steel (575) 646-4144

Register at https://goo.gl/LZ93vq
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If you are an individual with a disability and need auxiliary aid or service please contact Newt McCarty at 505.565.3002 or jnewton3@nmsu.edu, by May 15, 2018.
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